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Slamming Doors around Mozart
Robert Milby

"Music, in even the most terrible situations, must never offend the ear but always
remain a source of pleasure."
—W.A. Mozart

It didn’t just jar him; it changed the order of his day. Snow followed him home.
The tavern’s glow could not keep the maestro content with beer and flesh autographs,
not because of sonatas or string quarters; a chamber, with a high fire in an adulterous hearth;
blankets and sweets; perfumes not of Constanze.
He shook many a proper hand; lodge affiliates; patrons notwithstanding.
He retreated to the room where inspiration spread her seraphic wings;
fingers inked in proof of scores; magnum opus!
Until the fraulein—slammed the door!
He shook; he reeled; tossed the ink pot in the fire! Ripped the parchment to minutia.
Crude slangs of outrageous fortune; genteel salon talk forgotten!
The doors; the windows and shutters—to be closed gently; the touch of a child upon the knob—
a breeze across his desk and brow to rouse him from sleep.
No! a bull goring; a horse kicking; a cart crashing into a tree;
slamming doors to destroy the quintet;
the love letter;
the quartet painted in mere hours before dinner!
She had but one chance left…or the sack and home to penance at the peasants’ cottage.
Herr Mozart tore the curtain down!
His face contorted in a madness only the muse could sanction.
Constanze? Nay. Nannerl; yes!
His offended ears...covered in a fit of childish rage; his older sister was over 100 miles away.
Mozart’s idol had become another’s idol.
She was a mother; Salzburg could not hold the genius, this youngest of seven, father of six,
he had the door left open, snow covered the entrance hall; the snows of quiet December.
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Intimations on February Snow
Robert Milby

The swaying, creaking, cracking, chanting of snow-burdened limbs,
snow swept into silent hills where none had existed before.
A colder tantrum of rain. A winter meditation on invading fronts.
The storms saw that December was tame and dumb in cold and ice;
that people held fast to rumor; to folk tales and mythologies of the snowflake.
The elder chieftain, of a tribe of terrible wind gods,
knew the cyclonic flanking and awful field measures would bring trees down,
rob fools of light and sound, mire cars in white sepulchers,
chase revelers to taverns of gossip in the dead of night, and eat digits and limbs,
fitting carcasses for suits of hypothermia.
He sat for days in a frozen creek bed, polishing his talons of ice and fangs of ire.
A conjurer’s raw tempest: roads closed, trapped cars, elder hardwoods dropping
on rooftops and barns collapsing on warm menageries.
A colder tantrum of rain. A Winter meditation on blizzard fronts.
Even late January knew that humans make great suppers for Windigo.
He rose and rushed the people in a blast of cannonwind, grapeshot sleet; hail the size of ice eggs
uncovered in a snowdrift by hapless children’s games.
He left skulls of burning ice breath as illusions of grandeur, for all to witness along paths of
folly, cello dirges of wind in flats where gusts bruise garret-realms and glance windows in
myths
translated to storm!
This elder shaman of a clan of terrible wind gods speaks omen to chilled urchins beneath
bridges
and in lonesome alleyways; discusses measures of retribution for theft of blocked roads by
snowplows and assaults with caustic diamonds on shrubs and vines; streams and pines.
He is the virulent anger of primordial Earth; enemy of cities and farmland alike.
No cloud seeding, airplane chemical drop, high-frequency, active research projects or kings’
militaries can stop him.
He will chase villagers to hearth huddle and worship of firenight. Where men and women
speak
slower; softer words of resolution; of the return of breathing sunlight; of visitations by angels of
leaves and fruits; green and sacred plants and the opening of doors; of windows, of meadows—
when his pulsating, nascent rivals awaken to their seasonal kingdom—
where his raw anguish resounds throughout Spring’s ordination—
fearsome tears descending cloud cheeks of his cumulo-nimbus countenance!
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Fire!

Robert Milby
(34 Mount Hope Road, Otisville, NY January 7, 2009)
Winter landscape of trees and pasture tresses congealed
Before sunrise, but insidious wind blows a night omen;
An electric deception rages before smoke rises and billows black.
He rushes to the garden hose; it is frozen!
She shouts from the car!
He leaps up wooden steps to the front door—smoke detectors
Faithfully screaming…shouting only to him as the race is surreal; mad; slow-blur.
Flames lash out, like an alchemist’s workshop torched by Inquisitors;
A settler’s cottage besieged by renegades near an uncharted forest.
Fire born of elemental anger; air sucked from every room;
Pitch smoke, a somber conflagration,
All is held hostage to this cauldron; on this night!
Crackling beams, like stoked fireplace,
Collapse unto a kitchen floor where gentle warmth of a stove, once baked dinners.
Snow falls into the hallway, where once he knocked snow from his boots.
The bedroom where their daughter was created—
Now dark and crowned with ice.
Wind invades on a January night, once perfume of his wife.
The collapsed bed covered in ice, frame frozen to the frosted carpet, only days ago,
Brushing the soles of their bare feet, warm, safe, serene.
The house took an automobile assault, four years before, a drunken fuel,
Blacking out, no break, shot from Mount Hope Road, into a sleeping sacrifice.
Stress of rebuilding, but the karmic labyrinth once more led to destruction.
If Time cauterizes wounds, how would a homeowner categorize doom;
Spoken as if the house were cursed?
Do insurance plans exist to cover lost records of Fate?
How do fires resonant in the higher dimensions?
The stench clung to the hallways of nightmare.
It permeated every recess, each pore, every fiber of garment, thought and throe.
They tasted the soot; the film of destruction and carried it into their relative’s home.
The living house is now a grey skeleton, baroque and old,
Standing solitary in gothic, stained snow.
If Time cauterizes wounds, how would a homeowner categorize doom;
To cover lost records of Fate?
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Review of Gary Worth Moody's Occoquan (Red Mountain Press, 2015)
Jessica Isaacs

In Occoquan, Gary Worth Moody voices the silenced ones—the hanged slaves, the sold
girls, the victimized suffragists— of 1849 Virginia to the early 1900s, and beyond. Moody
hauntingly shows the vile and virtuous, shifting from euphony and cacophony to jar the reader
into the brutality of the situations: a seemingly innocuous barn setting, an unsympathetic court
room, a gallows, a jail cell, a home turned brothel.
He uses parallelism, alliteration, and assonance to create cadence, and he mixes voices
like a combination of a Greek chorus and experimental stream of consciousness, especially in
his poem "Fire and the Blood All Around Him Smoking" to show the swirling gossip
surrounding slave Agnes' killing of her cruel owner. Moody mixes Agnes' own voice in with the
townspeople's at unexpected moments to remind that Agnes isn't just a criminal on the
outskirts of society awaiting judgment, but that she is central to all humanity, slave or free, and
that all judgment and experience is one cutting thing, including those judging and the one being
convicted. He takes on each persona in the different poems vividly, expertly sparking their
unique characteristics.
Throughout the book, the patterning of the lines mimics the lapping nature of a coursing
river, cutting into the earth and shaping it. Within the poems, each character is compelled by
outside forces like the river is compelled to flow. This is depicted vividly in "Abram Frames the
Gallows," which shows not only how fellow slave Abram has loved Agnes throughout their
lives, watching her grow from a girl to a woman, but also how he was forced to hurt her and
eventually prepare the gallows for her hanging because his immediate society— he a slave
bound by his owner's bidding— compelled him to do it. Abram compartmentalizes his love for
Agnes, and she seems to do the same, still thinking fondly of him, despite the killing time.
The book itself is an extended metaphor in this way, a mimesis of the brutality and
misogyny that cut their victims like the river cuts the earth, not only shaping it, but also
destroying it, like the twelve-year-old girl whose father sold her virginity to a stranger in "Age
of Consent, Virginia, 1901." Some destruction is total and nothing good can be salvaged. Moody
does not shirk from this truth, but he doesn't stop there, and neither does the river. The river
remains, despite the passing of time. It is beautiful and powerful, and it is this reminder that
despite unspeakable devastation of these victims, there too remains a spark of beauty and
justice that the evil cannot ever completely destroy.
It is this juxtaposition of good and evil, beauty and brutality that haunts the reader long
after the book ends. That is the aphorism that cannot be ignored. The natural world continues in
spite of human influence. The blood and the rain, the lapping and gnawing away in the clear of
daylight, make plain that violence has a necessary place— but not meted out from the evil
hands of slave owner whipping slave or the privileged denying votes to the oppressed or dirty
old men copulating with too-young girls of 13. No, violence has a beauty and usefulness, like a
hawk needs to eat, like a river needs to shape, like a victim needs to rise up against her
oppressor, regardless of human constraints of ownership or "acceptable" notions of right or
wrong; that bloodletting, that fact of death, is a cleansing.
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Interview with the Poet: Gary Worth Moody
JI: What inspired you to write Occoquan?
GWM: As a graduate student at George Mason University (decades ago) a classmate, the poet
Lenny Lianne, mentioned the existence of the Occoquan Workhouse in Fairfax County, and that
it was the site where the radical suffragists’ hunger-strikes and the outcry against their brutal
incarceration drove their valiant struggle for the right to vote into the public eye, and finally
passage of the suffrage amendment, which granted women the right to vote. As a project for a
literary scholarship class, I decided to use the suffrage movement as the topic for a
bibliographic essay. As I began to work through sources at the Library of Congress, I realized
that Alice Paul, Lucy Burns, and the radical suffragists were almost completely excluded from
the histories of the suffrage movement. As I researched newspaper accounts of the time, I
became aware that the works of the radical suffragists were largely omitted from the current
published histories. I wrote a few poems about Occoquan and included them in my MFA
thesis. Years later, I became chair of The Friends of Brentsville Courthouse Historic Centre, a
citizen’s group devoted to the restoration of the village of Brentsville, Virginia, an early county
seat of Prince William County, located on the headwaters of the Occoquan River. During my
tenure, I became aware of the trial of the slave Agnes, who was executed for the murder of her
master, and the plight of Harriet Newby, wife of the freed slave Dangerfield Newby, the first
casualty of John Brown’s revolt at Harper’s Ferry. Occoquan is a coil of these two vital narrative
streams, the struggle against slavery, and the women’s suffrage effort that converged
dynamically in Virginia from the mid 19th into the late 20th century. The two flows converge
dynamically in Virginia near the mouth of the Occoquan River, where it joins the Potomac to
feed the Chesapeake Bay. These two currents resonate and mirror each other, not only in
landscape and locale, but also in their efforts to escape the restraints of their channels and move
forward in freedom.
JI: Please discuss the connection among time, space, and your characters' voices.
GWM: The voices in Occoquan occupy specific, loosely chronological, moments in time, with
two exceptions. The first poem in the book describes a late evening run, which could be placed
in the recent past, present, or future, in which the book’s narrator stumbles into a kind of timewarp, and witnesses the pursuit of an escaped early 20th century female prisoner, and relates a
sense of ownership, or belated responsibility for that moment, even here in present day. The
final poem is set in an indefinite past, present, or future, in which humans only exist as
observers. Between these two poems, the book coils through various histories, real and
imagined, of protagonists of both genders who inhabit these moments. Time is somewhat
elastic in the book, gyring around the locus of each character’s present, past, and sometimes an
imagined future. The space of the voices in the collection, is defined as the space of the character
(the observed landscape), and the space of the narrative (the white space on the page.) The
character’s interaction with the natural world is essential as a counterpoint to the poem’s
characters, whether they be victim, heroine, or narcissistic sadist. The landscapes, flora and
fauna within the poems aid in defining a character by revealing the depth of that character’s
sight and is essential to the evolution of her/his voice. The white space on the page, and the
intentional separation of text on the page, attempt to establish an ocular rhythm for the reader.
The indented lines should actually be read as continuations of the preceding line, following the
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old convention. The intent of the long lines is to encourage a reader to expend breath, and thus
to inhabit the physical attributes and actions of the described moment.
JI: What is your writing process in general? Was this the same process you used when writing
Occoquan, or did you find that you had to investigate your writing / the characters in a different
way because of the nature of the book?
GWM: I’m not certain if there is much of a difference between composing an individual poem,
shaped to stand alone, and composing a poem intentionally created to be part of a book. In the
first case, for me, it is impossible to write a poem without thinking of its connection to other
pieces I’ve written. Regardless how much we might try, the individual poem, fresh on the
paper, exists and resonates as a part of a body of work, even if it exists only in our own solitary
perception, our memory, without ever being read by another. As such, the voice of each new
poem is driven by the voices of the other poems we have written. For Occoquan, a grouping of
suffrage poems existed, and approximately two-thirds of the volume was composed of poems
which were intentionally written to be part of the book. All of my work relies on empirical
perceptions and a fair amount of research, whether it be the outcome of personal experience
(my years working with horses, falconry, fighting forest fires, wandering different landscapes);
or secondary sources such as biographies, histories, anecdotes, or simply worshipping at the
altar of Google. Fragments of a poem, a phrase, a line, maybe only a word, will occupy my
mind for days, sometimes weeks before I put anything to paper. Once I commit the language to
paper, the poem usually takes shape fairly quickly. Then the real process begins: shaping the
lines to the field of the page, ordering and reordering the text, all in an attempt to create a
rhythm of image and dialectic between lyric and narrative, which is the basis of most of my
work. I now know that writing an intentional series of poems, such as those in Occoquan, is
somewhat different, due to the inevitable awareness of the publishing world’s formatting
constraints, paper size, font, gutter, and sequencing which work as a counterpoint to the
language in shaping the narrative. Always lurking somewhere in my brain is the grand
inquisitor, chief of the poetry police, who scours the text, continually challenging words for
untruths, misappropriations, or errors in landscape, flora, or fauna. When it comes to
characterization or human interaction in my work, the inquisitor is much more forgiving. He
allows me to enter the world of imagined encounters, like that between Alice Paul and Gandhi,
an imagined brothel scene, a soliloquy of a sadistic warden, all which may be complete fictions,
yet hopefully with an antecedent in our shared experience, whether it be landscape or memory.
I’m fortunate, thanks to Oriana Rodman, to have a desk that faces north, looking out over a
courtyard currently filled with rosebushes heavy with rose-hips, a bleached spine on the adobe
wall, honeysuckle and lilac going dormant, and holly berries, framed by cholla skeletons. A
huge part of this process is my participation with a terrific critique group comprised of several
fine poets: Barbara Rockman, Robyn Hunt, Sheila Cowing, Donald Levering, and more recently
Dan Bohnhorst and Kim Parko. These folks are untiring in their generous critiques of my drafts.
I’d be remiss if I didn’t thank Susan Gardner, the editor at Red Mountain Press, who believed in
the Occoquan project and accepted the project when it only consisted of a few suffrage poems
and helped drive it to fruition. I’m also grateful to Diane Armitage who did such a terrific job of
copy editing. Any errors a reader finds are due solely to my own subsequent editing.
JI: What do you hope the reader gains from reading this book?
GWM: I hope that any reader who enters the book will gain a sense of place, of geography, and
of a history often unspoken. I also hope that a reader will consider the text in light of the current
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struggles for voters’ rights, and against present day human trafficking, slavery, unjust
incarceration and other involuntary forms of human bondage, and that perhaps, a solitary, or
multitude of readers will engage in their own research, and be moved to take up the struggle to
eradicate these forms of injustice.
JI: If you were to select only one or two poems from the book that you feel really capture the
essence of it, what poems would they be?
GWM: This is the most difficult of these questions. I believe I’d choose The Fevered Bird, which
deals with the hanging of the slave, Agnes and The End of Water: The Body Recalled, a tribute to
Dorothy Day, suffragist, anti-war activist, champion of the United Farm Workers, founder of
the Catholic Worker movement, anarchist who never voted in an election, and currently under
consideration for sainthood by the Catholic Church. Also, the title of the Dorothy Day poem
mirrors the title of the book. Occoquan, in the language of the indigenous Dogue peoples who
inhabited the area prior to colonization, means The Place Where Water Ends.
JI: Is there anything else you'd like people to know about Occoquan?
GWM: It was shortlisted for the International Rubery Award.
JI: Where can people purchase the book?
GWM: The book is available via Small Press Distribution, from the Publishers
(www.redmountainpress.us), from Op-Cit books in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and of course from
myself for $20 which includes priority mail postage within the continental United States.

Excerpt from Occoquan
What follows is the first section of the Dorothy Day poem. The section is subtitled, A Scythe in
Air Thick with Raptors. Please note that this poem was originally published in THE MALPAIS
REVIEW.
END OF WATER: THE BODY RECALLED
Gary Worth Moody
Dorothy Day, November 29, 1980
the eve of her death
I.

A scythe in air thick with raptors

It is not acrid scent of candle’s shiver against rain damaged
ceiling that wakes you.
It is the fluid’s frigid
fist around your lungs and heart, as you curl through
sickness’s stench into the unborn
11

shape, a comma in the pesthouse sheets.
Beyond this last fevered bed, you seek a different warmth, a
balm against scabbed
November chill
leaching its way through the Maryhouse brick, etched by acidrain. You’d rather a San Joaquin
morning’s rapture. The way it lifts
a body toward the sun’s skin while mirage heat corrugates
upturned grape leaves.
This is the light you remember.
The farm-workers’ strike. A shotgun shimmering in the
grower’s gunbull’s hands, barrel blue
as Burgundy fruit rotting on
scab-tended vines in rain-starved air while fossilized shells
dissolve to granules of pitted white
working their way inside
your hard shoes, blistering loose the water beneath the skin of
your feet, black stockinged,
to match the black dress
you wear forever in the black and white photograph, hands
clasped upon your right
knee crossed over the left,
seated between two cops, standing with holstered guns and
12

riot clubs dangling
from their hips,
before they arrest and transport you to the oven of the desert
valley’s sweltering cells.
The priest has been called,
yet your swollen tongue wants not wafer or wine. A buttered
tortilla, and common
tin cup you shared
with the striking San Joaquin workers is what you crave. One
sip, lifted to your
lips from the ditch that quenched
the strikers’ thirst under the workers’ banner, Mexican eagle
in flight against red sun
beneath a child angel
lifting the Black Madonna, radiant on the horned crescent
moon, a scythe in air thick
with raptors, the red-tail’s
cry across the vineyards, an antelope squirrel’s trill, devoured
while still alive, and at night,
peacock voices on the drying shed’s peaks
mourning the slow sleep of an unperceiving earth witnessed
beneath the turned black bowl of
ravenous stars.
13

Gary Worth Moody's first collection of poems is Hazards of Grace (Red Mountain Press,
2012). His second book, Occoquan, (Red Mountain Press, 2015), shortlisted for The International
Rubery Award in poetry, depicts the struggles of women for emancipation and suffrage, in the
environs of Virginia's infamous Occoquan Workhouse. He is currently working on a third
manuscript entitled The Burnings which considers witch burnings, immolations, forest fires, the
burning of Moctezuma’s aviaries by Hernán Cortés, and other catastrophes of flame. A falconer,
Gary lives in Santa Fe with the artist and writer, Oriana Rodman, two dogs, and in the very near
future, a new passage red-tail or ferruginous hawk.
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Falconer

Richard Dixon
for Moody
High above the Santa Fe River valley
the large red-tail perches on gloved forearm—
eyes alert, she takes in her surroundings
About to be released into the wild
Red Rage looks ready on all levels
Leash-free, she flies
to the nearest piñon tree, settles,
then spreads her 4-foot sail span
to full width and gently lifts off
sweeps in ever-widening circles
above the valley floor,
in hunting mode now,
a signal she is prepared
for her new life
Hell, look at her—
she’s queen of the world
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Dementia

Carol Coffee Reposa
Where are you today, Dad?
Slogging through mud and bullets
Somewhere in the European theater?
Training sharpshooters in Puyallup?
Plucking catfish the size of tables
From a pond
In the Piney Woods
Or tuning up the Mercury?
Calibrating a thermostat?
He twitches at his pajamas,
Swats imaginary mosquitoes
From his face,
Kicks his slippers
Across the room.
“Use your sights!” he yells.
An aide brings lunch.
“Your favorite, Sir.”
“Stay low,’ Dad replies.
“Do you want me to cut your carrots?”
“You’re aiming too high.”
“I’ll be back to brush your teeth.”
“I’m going on liberty,” Dad says,
And closes his eyes.
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Vigil for Catherine
Carol Coffee Reposa
We keep it late at night
In whispered questions
And uncertain replies
Or at the bank
When we queue up
For a withdrawal.
Sometimes we wait
By her bedroom door
While the florist’s truck
Pulls up outside
And the hospice nurse
Bustles back and forth,
A syringe
In her hand.
Others far away
Wait too.
They drum their fingers
On tables and desks,
Text relatives all day
And race for the land line,
Pore over emails,
Scan the inbox.
The watch continues
Even in our dreams
Of other days,
Her high-voltage smile
And laser one-liners,
A rowdy party
Raided by police,
An evening at the symphony.
And when word finally comes,
Our vespers sung, we wait
Some more, this time
Trying to believe
Our work is done, desperate
For some new task,
Some untried ritual
To keep our makeshift sacrament
Alive.
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In Oklahoma

Carol Coffee Reposa
They are here,
In the depths of red earth
Between the blades
Of buffalo grass—
Chickasaw, Cherokee, and Osage.
They breathe
In the green veins
Of hickory leaves, in the needles
Of wind-bent pines—
Chickasaw, Choctaw and Pontotoc.
They sleep
To the song
Of an apricot
Shaman moon—
Choctaw, Washita, Caddo and Atoka.
They wait behind
The pump jacks,
Above the hoods
Of rusty pickups—
Cherokee, Comanche and Osage.
They watch
By the walls of the tricksters,
By their neon green
Money machines—
Tishomingo, Pontotoc and Osage.
They give their names, their blood
To turnpikes, bridges
Streets
And towns—
Chickasaw, Shawnee, and Broken Bow.
They fly under the wings
Of the scissortail,
Float in clouds
Scudding across a cinnabar sky—
Chickasaw, Choctaw, Cherokee,
Shawnee, Osage, Comanche,
Pontotoc and Tishomingo,
Comanche and Atoka.
They are here.
18

Blue River Lion
Ken Hada
Walking slowly downhill
yellow sun dissipating
through brown leaves, my bow
dangling useless at my side
I’m wondering why I saw
no deer, when suddenly
before me, 150 feet below
a full-grown lion stalks
across my very path
moving sure without haste,
hunting – his tawny skin
vibrating over taut muscles
a four-foot tail curling
menacingly above his back
the silence is like thunder –
there is no stillness like this.
Stopped, I cannot move.
I have never been so close
to pure violent beauty.
I am dumb-struck with terror.
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Roots

Ken Hada
Her eyes and hair
are Asian, but
her upward smile
when she sings
shows influence
of the West –
she’s been with us
for a while –
singing harmony
to our ballads
in cowboy boots
and a sleeveless
summer dress.
She holds the mic
with one hand
smiles sadly
following the lead
blending
the timeless truth
in folk songs.
East meeting West,
she embodies
good-heartedness
we want in this land,
but still I wonder
about her roots.
Is this home? Or
does some other
voice call her
when she sings
our songs, the way
we want them
sung, as if history
never happened,
as if life is a song?
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Sunset in My Eyes
Ken Hada
Driving cross-country
smoking cheap cigars
there is only one way
to go home, despite
many roads I’ve taken.
For some reason, I
can’t explain, ZZ Top
never goes out of style
and the yucca lining
the ditch, a red-wing
on a fence post, bugs
dead on the windshield,
sunset in my eyes – all
speak the same place.
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A Box of a Thousand Words
Quinn Johnson
Main street in my town runs
down this hill into downtown
and you can see
McDonald's and Taco Bell
and the loan office
with the backwards
N on the sign.

On my desk there is a sticky note—
the only thing I ever learned
from a textbook—
and it’s an ancient Chinese proverb
that reads: “Heaven is high
and the Emperor is far away,”
and there is nothing to prevent us
from being human, and
there is no punishment for being alive,
and all those new age pop songs
just might have been right
about something after all.

And on one side of this hill
is the Wal-Mart,
and on the other is this church,
looming over the caravan
of refugees passing by,
and the sign asks,
“Have you had enough sin yet?”
And everyone is turning right…
into the Wal-Mart parking lot,
because the prices are better
on this side and none of us are ready
to give up the only thing
that makes us human quite yet.
And maybe if we keep turning right
instead of the way we are told
is the right way then God
will start to wonder what he’s
missing out on.
Or maybe we just need groceries.
It is only a Saturday after all.
I’m staring at a pane of glass
that has the word “Information”
printed backwards on it,
which means I am on the other side,
so I must know something
worth telling someone else,
something they would
benefit from knowing,
but maybe I just
stumbled onto all of this
and am doing my best to
live up to all these expectations.
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It could be any number of miles.
Walter Bargen
Pick a number out of a hat,
keep picking, read, knowing 100
is too obvious, maybe 50 is too,
but 37 or 67 or 76 will have ardent supporters,
with reasons, rationalizations, justifications,
claims of no accident, manifest destiny,
allegiances to some order,
some arcane rule, but the disagreements
will settle once it is clear no other number
works as hard, say 42, so spread the arms
of the compass, point set center,
the map's scale 1 inch equals 20 miles.
The circle drawn and within the circumference
every imagined need is satisfied, if you only
know to look for the homemade splendor,
your longings to see it all: the 20 feet high
tumbleweed Christmas tree on the courthouse
square, near the century-ago hanging tree,
once the backdrop for a firing squad.
Their stiff, prickly branches pickled
and eaten late in the Depression;
sand dunes parked on main street,
ticketed for unmoving violations;
the Trinity site fused to Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost; this run down West
run down by the infinite miles’ intimate moments.
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Winter Glitter Gerry C. Simpson, Digital Photograph
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They Turned Around at Road Blocks
Carol Hamilton

For years, perhaps still,
they drove without license,
the Italian bureaucracy Kafkian
and expensive. We dashed
five-lanes to four without hesitation,
but on a dime (or lira),
turned to speed the other way.
This, and other inexplicable evasions,
showed the expats wearing their landscape
well. All those evenings tabled
outside the village bar or in the garden,
the neighbors cycling by, peeping
above the wall to cry out
over the beautiful babies, the hard arguments
with the landlady over who had rights
to the raspberries, forgetting the key,
the passport, even locking in the ladder
bought to overcome the key problem,
their hours as seamless as a melon rind,
their mad batterings about in beauty,
hectic ease ... they live in elephant skin,
baggy at the knees, but lasting forever.
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Drumbeat for the Funeral Procession
Carol Hamilton
In the long snipping hour
peasants cut paper lace
hang frailties from the eaves
In Oaxaca filigrees of white
tear in wind and water
come now to swallow up long effort
We here preserve
sweep up the scraps
claim immortality
Day by day wind doubles
his power while birds twaddle on
and locust call
Desperate to propagate
as we who draw the call close
snuggle it between our breasts
where letting go is lost
to us and the sun glares
a hot sneer to drown us
We leave wet circles
on the driveway pavement
where children, happy and thoughtless,
built their snowmen
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Whatever We Have Lost
Carol Hamilton
In Italy, the Englishman said
I had a pure Irish face,
I young and with no idea
what that meant. The immigrant girl
said she cut off her braid
on leaving home, keeps it still.
Another said he had them let
the gangplank down
so he could stand at its extremity,
closer as his mother on the shore
became smaller, smaller,
and Ireland disappeared.
I left home young with a hard heart,
went off to adventure, left the plains
behind (though my new husband
might have felt chagrin at his newly-loved
wife’s tears driving east
after the wedding night).
My grandmother left Ireland,
and I know nothing of her
except her name, nothing of her heart.
But surely this Celtic melancholy
trails in the wake of all wanderings,
and we long wonder what home means,
what tales our faces tell,
and which talisman to carry,
to touch to heal our broken hearts.
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Brogans

Robert Herman Broyles
What kind of shoes are those, Granddaddy?
“These are brogans,” he said
Sometimes, having a name satisfies
I did not know what I did not know
that brogans were of that awful war
that so-called, all-but Civil War
neighbor against neighbor, brother versus brother
the left foot same as the right for brogans
until they have formed to the foot
I did not know all that in 1949
Granddaddy said they were good for plowing
walking the furrows and clods
behind the hand-plow and two white mules
high-topped shoes that kept the dirt out,
mostly…
I wonder if Granddaddy thought
about all those brogans filled with blood
if he wore them because his father did
or his granddaddy … if he thought
these thoughts as he plowed
by hand, with only the mules to talk to
as he smelled the rich earth, turned over
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Loving

Robert Herman Broyles
My granddad taught me
showed me how to love
a woman …
that a strong man can be
gentle and kind
He used words like
“hisun” and “hern”… rural English
But his admiration, his love for my grandmother
the college-educated school-marm
could be seen in his look, his touch
He also loved her in ways
I did not understand, at first …
plowing the fields with a team of mules,
milking the cows, sloppin the hogs…
caring for the land
A kind of love whose completeness
we rarely see
but dream of
want… but wonder
where it can be found
Two days after her death
in the kitchen leaning against the sink
he shed his tears
and said
“I have lost the best friend I ever had.”
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Home Place

Robert Herman Broyles

Today, I’m thinking of my
grandparents’ place
the farm that raised my mother
and aunts
and the water, flowing from
seven springs
under the hill in the lee
of Bays Mountain
rich bottom land
by the South Holston River

Now, my grandparents, my mother and
father,
my aunt
reside in the family cemetery on
the hill, overlooking the farm
I do not know what will become of me,
whether to be carried up that hill
or have my ashes scattered
on my favorite haunts…
my heart is partly there on that farm
in the lake formed by those
springs…

I remember how it looked
in Tennessee’s twilight…
Now, my uncle removes, replaces
buildings that stood 100 years
the oldest building in the county,
the smokehouse, gone
same with the corncrib, tack room,
the back of the house –
kitchen, pantry, porch … the orchard
century maples as well

where the sun sets behind the hills
earlier than it should

Only “new” is good to the country folk
we left in charge of the land.
The barn burned in ’85 – lightning, or
was it arson?
…that cool, dark space, the
room with no floor where
sweet potatoes were buried, the loft
with hay tossed down
to mules and cows stalled below
Cows that gave Grade A milk
from teats to pail
the sounds, the smells, and then,
quite suddenly, milk in my eye
an angled shot, nonchalantly aimed
by my grandfather
without breaking rhythm…
he’d get me every time
perfect aim to the eye,
to my heart
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Conversing with Confucius
Margaret Dornaus
Late summer. Tonight I notice
The crickets are singing.
Is my heart purer for it? Will it help me
Find the black cat in a dark room—when there is no cat?
Remember, no matter where you go,
There you are.
In my living room, I open windows to the night air.
Outside, the woods are colorless and somber.
The grass bends. The crickets sing. The night
Is a black cat in a dark room. Where am I? Where are you?
The wise do not lose people . . .
Speak to me—all those I have lost: mothers; fathers;
Husbands; lovers; children who will never grow old.
I shall keep the dead before me as though
They are still living.
Where the wind blows, the grass bends.
The crickets are singing.
I hear them. Calling out to me.
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Considering The Way
Margaret Dornaus

If it is true
that the usefulness of a pot is
its emptiness . . .
then look no further than these lines
to show me how to hold the sound of a cardinal’s call
all through the morning. Or rain that falls slant
against the window. Or thunder that plays leapfrog
with the clouds.
Show me how to laugh—like Issa—at misfortune.
The way to love
the spider as well as the butterfly.
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Ice Jessica Isaacs, Digital Photograph
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Soul Cleaning

Terri Lynn Cummings
The garage crowded
cars, its gapping mouth
crammed with castoffs.
A ladder scaled a wall
webbed with fishing rods,
clippers, broom. An
empty can, painted red,
garden gloves, and
a hammer’s head piled
in an apple crate littered
with leaves and bits of beetles.
Two chrome racks wore
frayed shirts. A plastic
shroud covered a wedding
dress, wrinkled, jaundiced.
Black blazer hugged sweaters
trimmed in hard holidays and
one scruffy stole, mink nubbed,
rubbed raw. On a shelf,
hats flaunted spidery veils
while worn shoes stared at
wear and tear.
Now he rolled up his sleeves,
probed corners, crevasses.
Altered walls, restored the
neglected, mended the broken.
Swept dirt and waste into bags,
then tossed them in a bin.
Boxed the worthy for the needy.
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Heart Land

Terri Lynn Cummings
1930-2013
She lived two lives in two countries,
but the first seized her heart, squeezed
tight as the tide swept childhood
from under her feet. Born in Belfast,
a coddled dream of salted air and daisy
chains on Woodvale Drive. Swinging
on the lamppost. Stepping out in sister’s
heels and Shirley Temple curled wood
shavings pinned on hair.

Her second country slipped around
her shoulders like a lover’s arm. Yet
as wife, mother, grandmother, she sang
Irish ballads, danced the Irish jig,
special ordered tea, sweets. Walls
hugged faded frames of her parents,
siblings, husband, and two daughters.
Not her grandchildren.

The corner WWII air raid shelter a stage
where she sang, danced, sold reclaimed
gum scraped off the dining table’s belly,
chewed black to pink, placed in paper
for ha’penny a piece.

“No room on the walls,” she said. Aging
children and growing grandchildren were
like ticking hands of the family room
grandfather clock. Every quarter-hour,
life chimed away. Her homesick heart
beat Gaelic until it slept, and her
soul lifted through a veil of green.

Cycling beyond the city, chilblained
baptisms at the beach replaced baths
at the seaside cottage devoid of plumbing.
She tended Grey Abbey’s ruin, communed
on a blanket beneath bared spine, strolled
on shrouds of emerald grass for cradled
coats and gowns sown in earth.
A Protestant, she dated a Catholic, in secret
observed a Mass. Walled faith a trial
not pictured at The Forum, all Hollywood
reel to reel. Gretta Garbo glittered, hands,
feet pressed in pavement. Wide westerns on
high plains seeded with settlers of sundry
faiths.
After Axis’ defeat, she smiled from Belfast
Telegraph, front page, peeling Ireland’s first
banana after rations ended. Her veteran
sister
mustered out, returned home married to an
American soldier stationed in Lawton,
Oklahoma.
“Join us,” they said.
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Tight Spaces

Terri Lynn Cummings
Belfast, N. Ireland, 1941
Gas mask escorts the girl through WWII.
They walk weekdays on tense lanes.
Roofs yawn in fine rain as houses bare their bellies.
Victrola sings while families sift shards of memories.
In front of Everton School, a truck lingers, curls its finger,
opens mouth. The girl climbs inside and sits with chums
on a bench. Masks shield their faces, tender,
as door kills the light. Fumes hiss. Bodies jerk.
Feet shake. Fingers fist. Walls squeeze time
while masks take a test. Pass. Door unfolds
another day that drops dark as bombs birth.
The girl presses parents, brother, sister
under stairs. Sirens scream. Gas mask grips
the girl’s face, shadow’s wail.
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The War Photo No One Would Publish: Iraq, 1991
Nick Brush

Your mouth is contorted in a grimace as
you struggle to evacuate the burning truck.
Your body is carbonized as though Vesuvius
itself erupted in Middle of Nowhere, Iraq.
I was nine when you died, and I never thought
I could be caught up in the politics of war.
You tried to climb through the windshield,
but the flames refused your passage.
You thought about your wife, your children;
how would they survive without you?
I was learning a bit of German and winning
a first place award for recognizing analogies.
You were fighting to save your life to the very
end, 'til you were completely burned up.
Your only goal was to get out of that
truck, get back to those who loved you.
I wrote a letter about the war to the President,
and I received a picture of his dog in the Rose Garden.
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Closing Time
A Dream
Nick Brush
Hey there, buddy. Toss me another round.
This not-yet-a-vet is headed to war.
My leather boots will be set on the ground.
Another trip to the range and I'm wound
Up. I get ammo from the liquor store.
Come on, buddy. Toss me another round.
All of that training and running around,
Teaching me what I need to look out for
When my leather boots are set on the ground,
Couldn't have prepared me for what I found:
Singed flesh and a fresh crimson flower worn
By my buddy hit by another round.
Another shot, and now I'm the one down,
Life spilling out on the oceanless shore.
My leather boots are lying on the ground.
My upright rifle wears my tags; it's crowned
With my helmet. A bugle sounds before
My buddies toss me twenty-one more rounds.
My leather boots will remain on the ground.
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A Visit to Army Behavioral Health
Nick Brush
There is never a time when I don’t have a thought
of long-gone battle buddies echoing in my head.
My Commander says that I've got no one to blame
but myself. My NCO is always shouting Get a grip,
you pussy when I tell him my symptoms sound
like PTSD. I just want to see someone, get help
even though it makes me "weak." I can’t help
but wonder what the others in the clinic thought
when I walked in. I think I hear the sounds
of their whispers as I turn around and head
back to my car. Eyes left, then eyes right, I grip
my largest key tightly, just in case. I should blame
my time spent sacrificing for the Army. I should blame
my deployments for my bipolar disorder. But I can’t help
knowing this is all my fault. I lose a bit of my grip
on reality every hour of every day. If I had ever thought
I could blame anyone for my pain, heaps of heads
would have rolled long ago. But the derisive sounds
of strangers are silence compared to the sound
of an Abrams pulling up at O-Dark-Thirty, getting blamed
for not fillin’ ‘er up enough. A Chinook heading
out from Bagram to God-knows-where. Helping
get an IED’d Humvee ready for towing. If I thought
I would ever be in the middle of Tikrit with a firm grip
on a rifle, staring down a speeding car PROPER GRIP,
THUMB THE CLIP, TWIST PULL PIN! SOUND
OFF! ONE TWO THREE FOUR! If I thought
I was sane before, who do I have left to blame
now? I'm heavily medicated; that's the closest to help
I can get. But there are others. Others with heavy heads
on their shoulders, and who, if they could, would rather head
back into the desert on their own as their own pain grips
them and won’t let go. If I can’t find the kind of help
I need, what is it like for them? What would it even sound
like if a lunatic like me talked to them? Would they blame
me for their problems, even if the two of us shared thoughts
that echo silently in our heads? That same silence a sound
neither of us can ignore. What grip on reality we have, we blame
others for the lack of. Help us, help me, escape our thoughts.
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For Wounded Veterans
Daryl Halencak

All around they see sorrow
And hear unsettling cries
Soldiers wait for tomorrow
Yet they see humanity die.
Hearts thirst, yet time is wasting
The wars call far from home
Young sons slake wine for tasting
Only blood, they drink alone.
Souls shroud in soiled carpets,
Wars fought for oil and gain
Spiraling funds and rising market
Septic tears, vile substitute for rain.
All around we see their sorrow
Hear their unsettling cries
Our soldiers waited for tomorrow

Only to feel their humanity die.
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Dragon Grounded: Missing You
Rachael Ikins

Grief flies on. Days
plod like nomads
who forget their wings
into horizon,
some secret cycle.
I ride in a sack between
shoulders. My head
thumps against bone.
Wing-folds feel like burlap
against my cheek.
I am thirsty. I wonder
why we don't fly.
My eyes water.
Sweat, tears soak.
Sun burns.
Everything exposed.
My skin rubs raw.
I wonder why
we can't fly.
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2:11 a.m.

Jonathan Humble
A dark and binding self-embrace,
Enclosed persistent fretful act,
With conscious thought, returns the fact,
Which stays and lays in wait.
With curtains drawn, its day begins;
Survives in solitude within,
And takes up hardly any space,
This ever present fate.
It squats unseen, but there no less
As empty ache, a nothingness.
At night a cold and dark embrace,
Leaves hardly any space.
Self-prophesying known despair,
In presence felt and yet nowhere.
Malignant in a darkened space;
A brooding self-embrace
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A Happy Ending for Petrologists
Jonathan Humble

A pebble sat upon a beach and thought, as would a stone,
Of whether in the Universe it was a soul alone.
For it could see no evidence to otherwise disprove
That rocks had not the wherewithal to think or talk or move.
And there with countless coloured stones, all smooth and weatherworn,
Suppressed its angst, lay motionless, stayed quiet and forlorn.
Through summers and through winters, it endured its solitude,
In pebbly reflection, existentially it stewed.
It watched the sun, it watched the stars, endured the rain and snow.
It contemplated life and death until it felt quite low.
And as its hopes diminished with each wave that crashed the shore,
It worried that it might be quite alone forever more
Until one day this sad and strange affair came to an end;
A fellow pebble turned and smiled and asked to be its friend.
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Last Swim Gerry C. Simpson, Digital Photograph
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Broken Lives
Sally Rhoades
Perhaps, it isn't the way we live our
lives that distracts us. Or, the way
we order up the sacrifice of this for
that. It is maybe just fate along the
highway we enlarge with our
temperament.
There's a case for it, downtrodden
as I am, when I respond to the day's
work, hunger, and all its appetites
that leave me before I've developed
them, sufficiently, on my palette.
There is quiet on an afternoon when
the geese return signaling the end of
winter's darkness and cold as if it
had just lapsed a day or two from
the bright spring days we have
become accustomed to. Pride falls
and mankind, elaborate and
essential, is no more. My mind
works as I chasten the stars and
liberate the moon from its orbit
always spinning in a discordant path
as weakness lies there about to gasp
from the quiet. It is what we make of
it, life, and all its parts.
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Five Ohms as Welcome
Sally Rhoades
Homecoming, that phrase that sails
along miles, as life retreats
and we find ourselves just under
the vacant moon.
There is a kaleidoscope of colors
turning on themselves as memories
surface of this and that and the kind
question, what was that I saw
as I paddled my boat downstream
alone on this late afternoon of
vacant clouds and its bright
blue sky welcoming me.
I am vast and sweet as autumn
comes to replace summer
long with night and sweet
dreams that awaken in
summer's mood of calm
waters, soaked afternoons
and a wildness that lingers
as morning comes each
day. I scrape my canoe on
the bedrock of all I've known
in this sheltered sky. I awake
to luminosity as I must to
carry my weight, to flesh out
wounds untold in a winter sky
bright with stars from my
youth I wander in to light
my fire to begin to know
myself on this dappled day.
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A full moon
Sally Rhoades
faces me. Looks me right in the eye
as I tell my fate one more time
what it is I wish to do. Do you know
moon with the long face. Have you
gathered me in your light
you borrow from the sun?
I am torn & tattered & mocked
for all I have become on this
breathless night and moonstruck
morning. I am evolved as
light penetrates my heart
& its ragged edges.
Who knew I would arrive
here and know my very
self for the first time.
I am on my knees is as
simply as I can say. I
am on my knees.
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October Perdu
Jennifer Kidney

Before I owned a home
or cultivated a garden,
before I grew old,
as far back as I can remember,
October was my favorite month,
its bright air filled with the fragrance
of burning leaves (no longer allowed
in the deepening drought),
its crisp apple-scented early dark.
A shy and awkward child,
I looked forward to Halloween
and the chance to transform myself
into Little Red Riding Hood
in second grade, Glinda the Good Witch
in the fourth, a saucy gypsy in the sixth.
But now the truncated days
mean only winter bound to come
too soon. I hate the endings
of things, the tomato and pepper plants
bound for the compost heap,
taking the flowerbeds down to the ground.
And on Halloween there's no
bobbing for apples (germs, disease!),
no homemade treats doled out
(razorblades, poison!),
and what once was a veritable river
of ghosts and cowboys and Martians and saloon girls
streaming down the darkened street
is now an intermittent trickle
of teen idols and transformers and zombies
who accept store-bought sweets
intact in their wrappers, and I
am only transformed by age.
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Blood Moon
Jennifer Kidney

(on the deaths of my beloved cats)
I awake in the cricketing dark
where Orion stands guard
over the yard and the moon's glow
is smudged with earth's shadow.
Perhaps this autumnal eclipse
accounts for my sleeplessness
or else it's the loss of two small lights
of my life. But in the now moonless night
I see that the stars are more bright.
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Born(e) in December
Jennifer Kidney

(Emily Dickinson: b. December 10, 1830)
She didn't care for winter
with its harsh and harmful light
and darkness, the flowerbeds
covered in blankets of white,
the skeletal shadows of trees
cast upon the withered lawn.
It was the time to face within,
to contemplate death and distance,
losses suffered and hope remembered,
the clock a ticking reminder,
the metronome of winter's dull music.
The daylight was useless, forays
into the garden forbidden by cold,
so she sat up late into the night
penning words to the inexpressible
to dispel the creeping chill in her soul.
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Miss Paret
Ann Howells

Her life has always been this way:
desk clean as chalkboard, mouth
filled with dust. In crates and trunks,
foxed pages curl and yellow,
forgotten papers, neglected
possibilities in schoolgirl cursive.
No career, no learned discourse
or lauded achievement to mark
her passage, she is, she fears,
an unremarkable woman,
collecting postcards from
dutiful friends who write
of gardens and ruins. In dreams
walls become forests, billowing
curtains surround her with cloud,
but in morning’s clarifying light
she walks her stretch of beach,
picks up shells
abandoned by tide. They whisper
in her ear of foreign lands
and lives she’ll never know.
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Miss Verlinder
Ann Howells
Home canned peaches, freestone—
flecks of crimson at their ragged hearts.
Mayonnaise cake, depression recipe,
strong coffee-flavored frosting.
Baked beans simmered overnight.
Miss Verlinder—calls me from play
kittens born in the garage, caterpillars,
fat green locusts, lead slugs
in a soda machine and lies told.
Home canned peaches, freestone—
flecks of crimson at their ragged hearts.
Mayonnaise cake, depression recipe,
strong coffee-flavored frosting.
Baked beans simmered overnight.
Miss Verlinder—fingers spill crochet,
coax music from piano & organ,
border plants that bloom a rainbow,
cut flowers for my curly hair.
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Lines written on tour
Ann Howells

1. Poem as Architecture
This is not Delphi, yet they seem Doric—basalt columns, six-sided and towering, bundled
like jackstraws. I’ve seen them before, fine dark-grain gleaming in sunlight across the waves
on Skye. Never so many, though, as here, where caryatids seem imperative.

2. Poem as Nightingale
Winged extravagance, flute-boned
feathered arpeggio, midnight melody,
small downy heart that flies
nearer heaven than we know.

3. Poem as Goddess
One’s flesh is leavened bread.
One turns flame to rubies.
One is an aspen.
One’s breath is sage and rosemary.
One is a pyrite sun.
One spins a blue cocoon.
One cries tears of blood.
One is white water.
One stoops to gather pebbles.

4. Poem as Snail
Twisted mollusk, carbonate shell,
ornate swirl and tint, mucus line
whose stalked eye gives
elevated perception; call it high-def.
Glistening marks his passage.
He is elegant, irresistible, delicious
with garlic butter. Prod him, poke him,
pry him from his shell with a silver fork.
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At the North Carolina Museum of Art
Alan Gann

after Larry Thomas at Scissortail
The Docent
leads twelve slumped-shouldered teens
avoiding afternoon algebra and Beowulf
into the galleries
transforms glazed-over faces
with an orgy of boudoir scenes,
ladies at their toilette, reclining nudes, bathers by the stream,
gods raping anything that strikes their fancy
and enough nude discus throwers
all bronze and shiny
to give any curious eye a mistaken impression.
The Night Watchman
proves his wandering attention
moving door to door to swipe his badge
but in between
woos The Blue Dancer fifty years frozen
head tilted toes en pointe muscles coiled
mid-twirl and every joint a cocked lever
months tumbling into years
until the dawning of his last trip round
she winks his way.
The Curator
who hates pretty pictures
must hang the impressionist show
as if there were anything new to say
about water lilies and couples strolling the Seine
as if the exhibit weren’t already sold out
article in the paper more than fluff
as if juxtaposition
of wildly brushed olive trees and pointillist cityscapes
were an epiphany
as if Cezanne’s apples were anything more
than three pieces of fruit.
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Promised Land
Alan Gann

“I know our invitation to cotillion was not lost in the mail
because it was never posted” —Bell Hooks
The children of St. Anthony haven’t reached the fork
where older brothers and sisters stood before
staring left
at a familiar street littered with pyrite and broken glass
rainbow murals hiding prison walls
or right
at a scholarly avenue lined with libraries and opportunity
disappearing into the mist
as if either choice will not leave them wandering
stung by desert sands short of promised lands
The children of St. Anthony pass spelling tests
and recite their multiplication tables
as if knowing the capitol of South Dakota
and twenty rules for placing commas
will point their way to the well-lit burbs
where when I grow up I’m going to be a veterinarian
an architect scientist teacher president astronaut
immune to dizzy lights and grams of escape
free to flirt and hold whoever’s hand
safe from those who protect and serve and judge
The children of St. Anthony will be lost
as surely as any wallet or cell phone
unless we lead them off the road
to find their way blind through darkened woods
to paint seascapes never seen
learn a new song for singing the alphabet
choreograph a two-step to power
unless we give them instruments and let them dance
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No Light

Jennifer Hudgens
Her dress covered in Cheshire cat
smiles
soft basest glimmers youthful
long-haired brunette man watches
me from the concrete pillar
I am too full, too much like
salt to be approached tonight
my skirt pixie-thrift shop floral
shimmers in dark streets after
last call
motorcycles rip off— off into the
distance
my father’s wedding ring rolled
between my nervous fingers
I am not them
I am quiet
loving
sitting idle in a patio rocking chair
sober like morning
the guitarist self-deprecates
wandering
white haired women are beautiful
foul-mouthed band groupies
I am probably the only sober
person here— not on staff
full moon has me watching them hawk
to wolves
I would rather howl than be beautiful.
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Gravity, Memory Close to Midnight
Jennifer Hudgens
All of the tattooed girls with purpled-streaked hair
yawn at the boys with beards trying to get them
drunk enough to say yes
they stretch and squirm with disinterest
the drunk hippie with his brown t-shirt
three sizes too big
he is the only person dancing to the beat
the wrong beat
nobody else is paying attention to the music
how many broken shot glasses does it take
for the music to matter
for the greasy foreheads of pizza addicts
and the whiskey sours run so dry
the ice clanks in my plastic cup
the lemon a corpse floating in a caffeinated river
sucralose sweet
middle-aged rockers with a fetish for short jean skirts
and Harley Davidsons
the pixie cut beauty with fishnets muted in the simmer
of a late August night
the lonely few hiding in the corner near the speakers
security guards with a license to stand still
Rusty causing trouble as usual
Bridgette with her purple hair smoking everybody’s last
cigarette
I burn a clove at both ends
the ice sharpens my already chipped teeth
Bob Marley would be sad at the number of white kids
with locks
the girl who wears a foxtail and hopes for the next
guy to buy her another glass of wine
flannel shirts around waists
skinny jeans
the moon half-cocked
street lamps mourning
twinkle lights swooning
graffiti spelling out a coarse bone
in my mouth
these gods of summer cuddle their restlessness
of impending winter
and the lonely idle in the corner eating silently
watching this little piece of art
this little piece of the city burn.
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A Promise of Something Pretty
Jennifer Hudgens
You’d be a pretty girl if you lost some weight
if you stretched yourself so thin
put on a little mascara and lipstick
hike your skirt up a few inches
let them sink their teeth in.
You’d be a pretty girl if you lost some weight
thin enough to be lovable
make yourself small and invisible
shrink your body down to brittle bones
let them feed off your bones
those rabid dogs.
The moths and beetles hope you go quickly
without too much fight
you might break your fingernails on their
skin
bits of blood and flesh tucked in your
fingerprints.
You’d be a pretty girl if you lost some weight
with your splintered cheekbones
weaponized collarbones and lips
knuckles sharp and wrists bruised
eyes slipped sweetly into quiet
still they hunger for more than you
can give.
You’d be a pretty girl if you lost some weight
no matter how slick your skin
or soft your breasts perfect your nipples
your tongue will be too much for them
to hold you
your wild will be too much for them
to imagine
your passion will be too much for them
to contain.
The snakes still slither with longing
wolves bare upon your back
mouth draws open with feral and
wicked.
You’d be a pretty girl if you lost
pretty girl if you lost
if you lost
your weight.
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21st Century Taoist Immortal
Dennis Maloney
Tao Yuan Ming says — some
think me arrogant and vain
because I won’t follow this
week’s advice on how
to improve my life —
But I’m in a different place,
my nature comes from within.
So please just leave me alone.
I don’t need your advice
I’m just trying to be myself.
What in your day was an
esoteric art of taoist alchemy —
cinnabar, and golden elixirs
— is now a thriving industry of
fat reduction, face tightening,
self-help books and plans,
hair regrowing, fad diets,
late night infomercials
for ab reducers, belly burners,
and dvd’s to dance the weight off!
This life, only a fleeting illusion;
in the end we all return to dust.
Why do we sympathize
with people like these?
Perhaps because we can
remember a taste of that dirt.
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The Bridge Troll and the Overpass
Joshua Wann

“Who’s ever heard of an overpass Troll? It just doesn’t happen,” said the man at the gas
station to another man.
He was referring to the Troll that was being arrested by the local authorities. It was the
climax to a situation that had started several weeks ago at Birmingham Bridge. See,
Birmingham Bridge had, for a long time, a bridge Troll. Then construction to the 409 happened.
“You gotta get your things out of here, buddy,” the construction foreman had said.
“What do you mean?” said the Troll. “This is my home.”
“This isn’t technically a legal residence and starting next week we’re widening the
roads. Then we’re starting on the overpass to connect the turnpike to the 409.”
“An overpass?” The Troll was confused by the terms. He only knew the 409 as the
village road that brought him victims. He was only versed in the activities of disemboweling
goats, attacking travelers, and inhabiting the grassy hill under the bridge.
When they came to start construction, the Troll had put up a fight. He quickly ate two
then three of the construction workers. Four were concrete finishers, but one was an excavator
operator and that irked the foreman. He had his other men take to the Troll with hammers and
pry bars.
When the police showed up, the workers had done a pretty good number on the Troll,
but since he had eaten some of the others, the cops didn’t bother with the paperwork.
“Still, they could’ve let him stay under the overpass. Once they’d finished with it. No
harm in that,” said the other man at the gas station watching.
“Ah, to hell with him. He’s swiped some of my cattle and harassed my daughters before.
He’s had it comin’,” said the first man.
“The Troll is an institution though. This is way of life being evicted, not just a Troll.”
“The overpass will cut that morning commute in half though. Being able to get from 409
to the turnpike like that. It’ll be nice.”
“It all just brings traffic. More roads and more traffic and more construction.”
“I’ll say that for the Troll.”
“What’s that?”
“He ate some of the traffic.”
Both men laughed and finished pumping gas. The construction on the overpass took
two months longer than expected, and everyone pitched a fit over the traffic that made. No one
came to collect the Troll’s things, and people more or less quit warning trolls when they started
to build more on the village. Soon, the village had grown into an official city. On the next ballot
there was even a proposal to build a performing arts center.
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reptile house
Mark A. Fisher
do not tap the glass
for they will hiss
and spit
then write incoherent letters to the editor
bemoaning their current state of persecution
and wish to return to a time
when their founding fathers
sowed apples
and all dinosaurs were free
though they aren't dinosaurs
merely geckos and venomous serpents
that slumber in warm glass houses
waiting for small pink mice
to be dropped to them
by outstretched hands
they'd choose to bite
and blame the hand
then bury themselves in sand
to wait for the world to end
from poisons they made
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poet
Mark A. Fisher
beneath the blemished pedestal
goosebumps across her flesh
unwarmed
though burning where she sat
naked on the floor
his words came floating
towards her flame like moths
and she pinned them on a board
then filed them all away
like relics
hidden in a cathedral town
to which pilgrims came to pray
and offer pomegranates
or tin can poison
upon her altar stone
and put their crowns upon her bed
she cataloged their kinds
until leaden bells chimed dully
to summon inquisitors from their graves
and push back against golems
that would feed upon those words
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Gray Owl

Kurtis DeLozier
Afternoon with a caffeinated coquette taking sips from my vignette.
Blowing pompousness from our mouths, smelling of beatnik,
black with cream, classic coffee dreams and the death of a cigarette.
Downtown shines through Gray Owl, land on a duet,
grooving table top chicken scratch as their lives leak lyric.
Afternoon with a caffeinated coquette taking sips from my vignette.
Literary sounds, she howls into my cup of cosmic outlet,
“Try that French pressed joint, drop all the ethic.”
Black with cream, classic coffee dreams and the death of a cigarette.
"Don't settle!” she quells, "Worlds behind you rise with the sunset!"
Pouring the door, the flattering unrest of a foamy eyed mystic.
Afternoon with a caffeinated coquette taking sips from my vignette.
Is it coffee or compliments causing my burden to forget?
Soy milk swirled with roasted darkness, magic immersed in manic
black with cream, classic coffee dreams and the death of a cigarette.
Is it coffee or repetitious regret urging my heartbeat to a threat?
The frail exhale, the anxious fear, the brewing moment into a caustic
afternoon with a caffeinated coquette taking sips from my vignette.
Black with cream, classic coffee dreams and the death of a cigarette.
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Ever Turning Record
Kurtis DeLozier

Solace found in the solstice,
the ever turning record.
Crackling like campfire,
ears over an open vinyl
where smoked faces
burst into flames.
Listen for your songs,
mumbled words of old
warped by the circle,
needle scratches at my feet.
A sound of music
comes twice a year.
Shortest moment.
Longest amount of time.
Weathered soul,
the ever turning record.
Solace found in the solstice,
the needle rests.
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Snowy Solace Gerry C. Simpson, Digital Photograph
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Mountains of grief
Madhu Kailas

The man who has waited through the night
washes his tired eyes in serenity of dawn.
A widow lights a lamp, and blows the conch
facing eastward, before the first rays.
To tell him that another night has consumed her
without leftovers of regrets and crumbled stars.
The cows are still huddled in a mound
next to the fence in one corner of the dewed pasture.
This lump of breathing earth and its wet muzzles
will soon fragment and walk away.
Warden of the orphanage collects flowers in a wicker basket.
To decorate the prayer hall,
where little boys sing the sweetest of songs
to fill the air with departed pain.
A wheelbarrow, sturdy and rested, by the roadside.
Its handles so smooth that they glisten.
The cement base of the water well
has dried itself into stonewashed grey.
Birds and fruits sleep on branches of trees.
In forms of darkness denser than surrounding space.
Rocks sleep, and so do mountains of grief.
The man who waits through the night is sleepless.
Still and silent, the stage is set.
A pale moon hangs by a bare thread.
The puppeteer slowly fishes out a sun at the eastern end.
The rooster waits in the wings with a proud head.
Any moment now, it will walk in to announce itself.
Another moon will roll down the slopes of mountains of grief.
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Perhaps there is goodness
Madhu Kailas

Sponge, Jellyfish, Nautilus and Horseshoe Crab
are at the front of the parade!
All our contrivances, in flashes of brilliance
or in Cimmerian blindness,
in thunder or in ghost-silence,
creep back on us to restore balance.
Good and evil and their likes are much modern.
Non-material derivatives of a design
whose algorithms still fare unscathed.
Perhaps there is goodness. Maybe
an experiment in digression.
It is more than perhaps.
In yellow kindness of dog-eyes
and gratitude of animals. And we in the mix,
as supporting cast, light lamps to the departed
who toiled through the hurt.
The soul—the ancient. In misfit design
suffers endless in oddity of passage.
Lone pilgrim with no deliverance.
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The Act of Breathing
Megan Goff

I closed my eyes as the wind picked up my brown hair from my shoulders and lifted the
hem of my dark-colored dress. Air wrapped all around me, rushing and gushing past, yet I
could not force any into my lungs. I was having trouble breathing in but not out. Air left my
lungs in short coughs and tiny body shudders. I had no trouble breathing out. Leaving. The air
was leaving. Everything was leaving. Air was rushing out of my lungs, tears streaming from
my eyes, tiny screams leaping from my throat. Everyone was leaving me. I stood over the open
graves, staring down into the resting places of the people who were leaving me. I uncurled my
fist, and the dirt in my hand left me as well. One after another, I opened and closed my numb
hand over five graves. All the feeling had left my body, and all the color had left my world. As I
dropped the last handful of dirt into the fifth grave, a wad of spit threatened to leave me as
well. I held it in though, for fear of what the few onlookers might think. It was his fault that
they were leaving. It was his fault that they were gone.
A faint and rhythmic tapping rose up into the air. I turned to see two casually-dressed
young men, shoveling dirt into the holes, sealing them in forever. There was no breathing in,
only out. Each time a scoop of earth hit the coffin’s wooden top, I felt all the air evaporate from
my lungs. It felt like I was being punched in the gut. I was suffocating.
I eased my feet, sheathed in hand-me-down shoes, over the grass covering the land of
the place where I grew up. The familiar yellow-brown grass crunched under my feet. Rustedout shells of obsolete machinery littered the ground. One giant tetanus-ridden sea of
destruction. My father had always loved accumulating junk. He liked taking things and
changing them, creating something new. He liked pretending he was God. I stood, once again,
among all the other things my father had broken and abandoned.
Gasping, a few darkly clad funeral-goers ogled me. It was quite a scene. A tiny teenager
being swallowed up by her navy blue dress, standing awkwardly on her ill-fitting shoes against
the backdrop of the charred remains of what used to be her house. One of them whispered to
the other as they slowly walked over the lawn to their cars. No doubt they pitied me, little girl
all alone without a family, without a home, but they didn’t know. They didn’t know that I had
been alone and without a home for some time now. They didn’t know that it wasn’t just some
horrible coincidence that I lost my home at such a vulnerable time. What they didn’t know was
that I had burnt the house to the ground.
Turning around, I forced myself to look upon the ashes. I shook my head. This was
never home. I had no love loss for this place. The only love I ever had was lost below the
suffocating dirt. Gathering myself, I walked. I walked to the edge of the property. My feet
halted on the property line like it was some insurmountable obstacle in my path. My breath
hitched, and I tried to calm myself. I had made my choice, the choice that left me with no other
option or path to take. There was no going back now. There wasn’t even anything to go back to.
Closing my eyes, I took a deep breath and one tiny step out.
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Here in Oklahoma
Ron Wallace

Here in Oklahoma
dust-heavy heat
often lingers well into the fall.
Months after August is over,
summer baseballs still skip on infield grass
like autumn is nothing
but a distant dream.
Skies remain perfect
an almost unreal shade of blue,
and the green of trees
stretches
to lie against
an absence of clouds.
Septembers are sunny
days stretching in golden lines,
nights holding fireflies
in the closed darkness of their hands.
Even Octobers stay warm
fighting winter
with all the weapons they possess,
clinging to tree leaves
like coins too easily spent
for once they fall
the seasons know
winter comes unbent.
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Fire
Ron Wallace
In winter black
the brightest fires
burn away the cold
and warm the worlds
that surround them.
Look into the light,
feel the heat
rustle the embers
stir the coals,
try to keep that fire burning.
Sparks will rise
and fly up, into the stars
shimmering flickers
that carry the heat into the heavens.
But... it is too true;
no blaze burns forever.
In fact
the hottest fires
on the darkest nights
often burn the fastest.
Their flames ascend
dead,
on the wings of ash
and leave a once warm earth
grown dark and cold.
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her passion, and all she experiences inspires that
passion. She knows that Dragon Poet Review will be yet
another way to promote creativity and inspire all
writers. She lives her life through three passions:
family (including her beloved pets), writing, and
teaching. As a Metal Monkey and Virgo, she balances
her worlds of creativity and independence with
organization and humanity. She stays in Oklahoma
with her passions and words, but ever does the world
call to her for travel and experience and life.
JESSICA B. ISAACS is a poet and an English Professor at
Seminole State College in Oklahoma where she serves as the
director of their annual Howlers and Yawpers
Creativity Symposium, and as Assistant Division Chair of
Language Arts and Humanities. She is the recipient of the
2015 Oklahoma Book Award for Poetry for her first full-length
book of poems, Deep August (Village Books Press, 2014). She
has presented her writing at several regional and national
conferences. Her poems are published in various journals and
anthologies, including Short Order Poems (September 2014
Issue, Cybersoleil Literary Journal, All Roads Lead Home Poetry
Blog, Sugar Mule’s Women Writing Nature, The Muse, My Life
with a Funeral Director, One Sentence Poems, 2014 Scissortail
Commemorative CD, and Elegant Rage. She is also the current
chair of the coordinating committee for the Woody Guthrie
Poets. According to her zodiac signs, she is both a Taurus and
a Fire Dragon, which makes for interesting dinner
conversations. She feathers her nest and keeps her home fires
burning in Oklahoma with her husband, kids, dog, and cats.
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS:
SUMMER 2016 ISSUE
Dragon Poet Review is currently
accepting submissions for our
Summer 2016 Issue.

Please see our website at http://dragonpoetreview.com
for complete submission information.
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